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Hybrid Approach of Holography and
Augmented-Reality Reconstruction Optimizations
for Hyper-Reality Metaverse Video Applications

Hyoung Lee , Hakdong Kim, Taeheul Jun, Wookho Son, Cheongwon Kim, and MinSung Yoon

Abstract—In this study, we offer a new type of hyper-
realistic holographic display system that simultaneously displays
both holographic 3D images and AR images. The proposed
ultra-realistic display combines 360-degree computer generated
holographic (CGH) 3D content to be reconstructed from an
SLM and AR content (2D image) to be spatially projected
from a microdisplay, allowing users to watch a clearly blended
movie without crosstalk. To validate the proposed display’s
hyper-realistic 3D image characteristics with varied depths, a
ruler-based spatial depth measurement method was used to
show that images appearing in the real 3D space were clearly
reconstructed at different depths. Furthermore, we demonstrate
that CGH content synthesized using a deep learning model that
extracts high-precision depth maps from RGB color images can
be successfully applied to the proposed display system through
numerical and actual optical reconstruction experiments. Thus,
it is possible to provide users with the effect of maximizing
three-dimensional (3D) expression and natural immersion by
using the new hybrid display for both free depth expression and
clear hyper-realistic 3D expression. Furthermore, the accommo-
dation effect and free-depth control characteristics demonstrated
in the proposed system allow viewers to enjoy super-realistic 3D
content comfortably, implying that eye fatigue may be overcome
even when watching metaverse content for extended periods.

Index Terms—Hyper-realistic holographic display, AR display,
deep learning, depth estimation, optical arrangement, hybrid
display.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THREE-DIMENSIONAL (3D) near-eye display (NED)
technologies for the metaverse, a 3D virtual space with

activities similar to those found in the real world, have
recently emerged as next-generation displays capable of deliv-
ering visually realistic 3D experiences [1], [2], [3], [4], [5].
A metaverse environment refers to a display platform that
incorporates virtual reality (VR), augmented reality (AR), or
holographic reality (HR), as well as a see-through optical
performance, such as mixed reality (MR), to blend the real
world and the virtual image floating in front of the eye [6],
[7], [8], [9], [10]. Because these display technologies for
hyper-realistic environments have the common goal of pro-
ducing high-quality 3D image content for a viewer or user to
experience a total immersive environment with comfort, they
have shown promising potential for various attractive applica-
tions such as educational training, healthcare, entertainment,
and manufacturing. In particular, to provide a high-resolution
3D virtual scene with eye comfort, it is crucial to reduce
the problem of accommodation-convergence (AC) conflict that
arises from inaccurate focus cues [8], [11]. Holography, one
of the key candidates for hyper-realistic expression, is a tech-
nology that can accurately reconstruct the wavefront of an
object or scene in real 3D space using amplitude and phase
modulation. Therefore, several display types that use holo-
graphic 3D (H3D) methods have been proposed to resolve the
AC conflict problem. In particular, holographic fringe data can
be synthesized from numerical calculations called computer-
generated holograms (CGH) or digital holograms [12], [13],
[14], [15]. However, the digital hologram display requires
a complex computational process that requires a long time
for CGH synthesis and must suppress high background noise
that appears near the reconstructed target objects or around
the reconstructed scene [16], [17], [18]. Therefore, a new
approach for alternative displays and content creation methods
must be developed to deliver a comfortable view as well as a
high-quality 3D virtual scene.

Previous studies related to realistic 3D-NED devices have
been divided into volumetric display methods, light-field-based
3D display methods, and real holographic display methods.
First, the volumetric display approach was used to express
multiple focal planes [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24]. The
latest multifocal technologies, such as Maxwellian NED, mul-
tifocal NED, vari-focal NEDs, and multiplexed NEDs, were
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systematically presented. In addition, solutions to problems that
cause performance degradation and visual fatigue in stereo-
scopic displays based on the volumetric method were studied.
However, it is necessary to overcome the difficulty in making
accurate focus-variable adjustment of the liquid crystal utilized
for vari-focal NEDs, the requirement for high-specification
hardware for fast response speed in multifocal NEDs, as well
as the structural complexity due to stacking geometry, accurate
synchronization, and high-power issues in multiplexed NEDs.
Second, for 3D depth expression, the multi-panel-based light-
field 3D display method has been studied [25], [26], [27]. This
approach incorporates a hybrid concept to expand and control
the depth of content, which can be expressed on the basis of
various algorithms, diffraction optics, and the additional inser-
tion of optical elements. However, it is necessary to overcome
the problems of brightness degradation and crosstalk caused
by multipanel applications, including difficulties in precisely
aligning and structurally combining multiple panels. Third, the
digital holographic approach, which has recently been sug-
gested and developed for NED devices so that AR device users
can experience convenient, realistic 3D content, is an ideal
candidate to resolve the accommodation-convergence conflict.
Holographic 3D display systems are comprised of multiple ele-
ments, including holographic or lithographic optical elements
for a slim form factor and holographic content generation algo-
rithms for calculation cost reduction based on deep learning
models [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37],
[38], [39], [40]. Despite these advancements in holographic
NED, current research does not, with the exception of chal-
lenges in a thin lightweight optics system, offer sufficient key
solutions to obtain multifocal and wide-depth cues, and the opti-
cal capability to simultaneously express a high-resolution scene
that incorporates both 3D objects and colorful backgrounds.

To overcome these restrictions, we worked on a hyper-
realistic, immersive NED system that would provide users
with a hyper-realistic, immersive 3D experience by using
a hybrid approach or a combination of a holographically
reconstructed 3D scene and an AR-floated 2D scene, each rep-
resented at different depths with a wide range in real free
space. Furthermore, we propose an advanced holographic-
content-generating method based on the modification of a deep
learning technique called the HDD model [40] to demonstrate
the possibility of real-time processing or real-time interaction
of 360-degree multi-viewed dynamic content suitable for the
proposed hyper-reality display system. A multi-view CGH for
a movie or dynamic scene is synthesized from the FFT algo-
rithm using a color image and depth map prepared from the
proposed deep learning model. This experimental confirma-
tion using the proposed hybrid 3D system demonstrates that
we can show 360-degree, colorful, and hyper-realistic H3D
video scenes.

II. DISPLAY DESIGN AND CONFIGURATION

The hyper-reality holographic 3D display that we demon-
strate in this study is characterized by a physical combination
of a holographic display (a 3D volume image with a depth

Fig. 1. Schematic of the hyper-reality holographic 3D near-eye display
system.

expression from CGH) and an AR display (a 3D spatial projec-
tion of a 2D background image). Fig. 1 shows a schematic of
the overall concept of the proposed hyper-reality holographic
3D display. Using this proposed approach, we demonstrated
that high-quality holographic 3D objects and vivid 2D back-
ground images can be located at different spatial depths
so that each user can have hyper-realistic, immersive 3D
experiences [41], [42]. The components of this system are as
follows: First, a laser module with three wavelengths (red =
633 nm, green = 532 nm, blue = 488 nm, MatchBox Laser
Series) was used for illumination. The collimated beam was
prepared to illuminate the active area of the SLM [43] by pass-
ing the RGB laser beams through a fiber-coupled collimator
(model: C80APC-A, Thorlabs) and a beam extender (model:
WBEF-A1029-V, WIKI Optics).

Second, the two types of devices used for image display are
as follows: An LCoS-SLM (model: IRIS-U62, May Display)
was used for optical reconstruction of the digital hologram
content. The reflective SLM had a resolution of 3840 × 2160
pixels (an active area of 0.62 inches), a pixel size of 3.6 μm
with a fill factor of 90%, and a frame rate of 120 Hz. A single
field lens (lens 1, focal length f = 500 mm) was placed next
to the SLM panel to view a holographic 3D image that was
optically reconstructed using the viewing window approach as
a holographic restoration technique. The 2D background image
was displayed using an OLED microdisplay (model: BT-300,
Epson). The 2D panel had a resolution of 1280 × 720 pixels
(an active area of 0.43 inches) and a diagonal viewing angle
of 23◦. To combine both images, an image combiner (or half
mirror) is positioned at the intersection of a light path line
from the SLM and a light path line from the microdisplay
(Fig. 2(d)). The 2D background image is placed at a depth on
the surface of the SLM when the image combiner is located
at the intersection and the 2D micro-display is placed at a
distance equal to the distance between the combiner and the
SLM. In particular, when a convex lens is inserted between the
microdisplay and half-mirror, the observed background image
can be magnified according to the lens formula. Through the
image combiner, the depth of its 2D background image that
will be floated in real space as well as the size of its projected
image can be adjusted using a convex lens (Lens 2) with the
microdisplay. Experimental observation of the reconstructed
holographic 3D objects and the background AR image was
performed using a DSLR camera (model: EOD 5D Mark III,
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Fig. 2. Configuration of the prototype apparatus for experimental demon-
stration of the proposed hyper-reality holographic 3D near-eye display. (a):
Component of holographic 3D display. (b): Component of 2D micro-display
for AR floating. (c): Hyper-realistic hybrid display realized by combining two
components. (d): Geometry of the proposed integrated system (top view). and
(e): System setup for demonstration (perspective view).

Fig. 3. Pipeline of the proposed deep learning model (MHDD) for estimation
of depth map information from the mono-color image where a set of the color
and depth map image is used as an input in hologram synthesis.

Canon) placed at the focal point of the positive field lens. Still
images and videos displayed for demonstration were captured
using a DSLR camera (36 × 24 mm CMOS sensor, 5760 ×
3840 resolution). The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2.
Figs. 2(a), (b), and (c) show the schematic for a hyper-reality
holographic 3D display and the conceptual diagrams of each
display component. Figs. 2(d) and (e) show the geometry and
a photograph of the experimental setup for the demonstration
system, respectively.

III. CGH GENERATION METHOD FOR HOLOGRAPHIC

3D CONTENT

In this section, we describe the processes for creating and
reconstructing 360-degree multi-viewed CGHs suitable for the
proposed display system. We discuss a deep learning method
that was developed to extract high-precision depth maps for
multi-viewed CGHs. One of the techniques that can overcome
the computational cost problem of hologram synthesis and the
time delay problem when the user interacts with hologram con-
tent is the deep learning-based depth map estimation method.
We adapted a deep learning model called Holographic Dense
Depth (HDD), which helps in synthesizing the 360-degree
multi-viewed CGHs at high speed [40]. Unlike the previous
HDD model, which is optimized for RGB color and depth map
input, the advanced deep learning model that we designed for
this study is a monochromatic-HDD (MHDD) model dedicated
to monochromatic principal color and depth map input.

This advanced MHDD model applied to depth map image
estimation consists of an encoder structure that extracts a fea-
ture map from an RGB image and a decoder structure that
extends the feature map that has been reduced through the
up-sampling process [38]. Fig. 3 shows the basic structure dia-
gram of the proposed MHDD model. In the MHDD model, the
encoder uses the existing pre-trained DenseNet-161 model and
extracts the feature map by performing a downsampling pro-
cess on a single green color image, which is the input data of
the model [44]. In the decoder, the feature map of the shallow
layer is concatenated to the feature map of the deep layer by a
skip connection, and the size of the previously reduced feature
map is expanded again through the upsampling layer. Finally,
the output layer outputs one depth map image estimated to
have the same size as the input color image through a bilin-
ear interpolation process. The model was trained by reducing
the quality difference between the depth map image estimated
using the loss function and the ground truth depth map image.
The model structure used in the study was the same as that
used in [36], and RGB images of green mono-color images
were used as input data.

The key steps to perform the task are as follows: First, we
acquired a training data set that consists of green color and
depth map images (resolution 640 × 360) where green corre-
sponds to monochromatic principal color [45]. Subsequently,
we applied the CNN-based MHDD model, which can quickly
and precisely estimate depth maps from new green color
images at various missing viewpoints, as a deep learning
model for extracting depth map images using multi-viewed
green color images as input data [44]. Second, through the res-
olution conversion process, the original RGB color image and
the predicted depth map image are converted into a 4K (3840
× 2160) resolution corresponding to the SLM’s resolution
used in the proposed display system. Third, CGH synthesis is
performed using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm,
wherein the original color image and depth map image esti-
mated by the HDD model are utilized as input data. Finally,
a holographic 3D scene restoration experiment in a real 3D
space was performed using the proposed system to monitor
the quality of 3D images reconstructed from CGHs.

For the acquisition of 360-degree holographic 3D content,
we prepared a dataset of multi-viewed original RGB color and
depth map images (image resolution: 640 × 360) using the 3D
rendering tools provided by Maya Software [46]. The dataset
comprises 1,024 viewpoints, which correspond to a rotation of
360◦ for each of the four groups of objects (shapes of cone,
cube, sphere, and torus). We created two identical 3D objects
for each shape in each scene that were placed near the origin
in Maya SW. After a virtual camera was set to be rotated
in a circular orbit to capture these two objects, we obtained
360-degree multi-viewed RGB color and depth map images
for each scene. Here, the virtual camera was used to shoot the
RGB color and depth map images while moving by 0.351◦
per step around the rotational axis at the origin.

The grayscale depth map image acquired in 256 gray level
formats is required for both the CGH synthesis and deep learn-
ing processes for depth map extraction because it provides
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phase information, which is an essential element in holo-
gram data. Phase information corresponds to the distance
between the position of the camera and the surface of the
target (object). We conducted the training and testing process
using the MHDD model using the dataset obtained from four
types of shapes, which were made of only green-colored 3D
objects for each shape. From 4,096 data pairs, where a pair
of images consisted of a green color and a depth map image,
we used 60% of the data pairs as a training dataset for the
deep learning model and the remaining 40% as a test dataset
to measure the performance of the trained model.

The CGH image per viewpoint was synthesized through
the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm using a set of
RGB color and depth map images as input per viewpoint.
Typically, the hologram function H(x, y) contains complex
numbers, which can be expressed as

H(x, y) = |H(x, y)|ei�(x,y) (1)

where |H(x, y)| and �(x, y) are the amplitude and phase,
respectively, of the hologram function. The FFT principle of
CGH generation for the proposed holographic display can be
explained on the basis of a cascaded Fresnel transform [32],
[47]. Here the optical field at the holographic display panel
with the size of X ×Y and that of retinal plane of the observer
are denoted as H(x1, y1) and G(x2, y2), respectively, for the
proposed system in Fig. 2(d). With an assumption that the dis-
tance (D1) between the holographic display and the eye lens
is equal to the focal length (f1) of the field lens (Lens 1), the
size of user’s eyeball and the focal length of eye lens are D2
and f2, respectively. It is also assumed that the hologram plane
(x1, y1) near the field lens and the retinal plane (x2, y2) of
the user are located in parallel with the eye lens plane (u,υ).
The optical field relation from the cascaded Fresnel transform
are given by
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When 1,024 CGHs for each solid shape were prepared
using the FFT algorithm, an additional process called Lee’s
encoding scheme [48] was applied so that they could be
represented directly on the amplitude-modulating LCoS-SLM
that we used for the study. Lee’s encoding decomposes a
complex-valued optical field into four components with real
and non-negative coefficients Lm(x, y) for each component. At
least two of the four coefficients Lm(x, y) are equal to zero.
Lee’s representation of the hologram function can be written
as

H(x, y) = L1(x, y)ei0 + L2(x, y)eiπ/2

+ L3(x, y)eiπ + L4(x, y)ei3π/2 (3)

The MHDD model, is similar to the previous HDD model,
is made up of an encoder that extracts a feature map while

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT RESULTS FROM THE MHDD MODEL

CONCERNING FOUR KIDS OF 3D SHAPES

shrinking the size of the input image data, and a decoder that
expands the size of the reduced feature. In the encoder pro-
cess, down-sampling is performed on the input data image
using the widely known Pre-trained DenseNet-161 model, and
feature maps are extracted [49]. Subsequently, the size of the
reduced feature map is gradually expanded through the upsam-
pling layer in the decoder process. In this process, the feature
maps of each upsampling layer in the decoder are concate-
nated with the feature maps of each layer in the encoder. This
operation contributes to accurate depth prediction. Finally, the
feature map was expanded to the same size as the input green
image through bilinear interpolation in the output layer and
output as a single depth map image. The loss function used
for training the MHHD model is a combination of structural
similarity (SSIM) and mean squared error (MSE), with an MSE
to SSIM ratio of 8:2. Here, the coefficients of the loss func-
tion for the MHDD were derived by experimentally exploring
the best depth estimation task from each missing viewpoint
using multi-viewed green color and depth map images as input
data for 360-degree holographic content. The loss function is
given by

Loss function = (0.8) × MSE + (0.2) × SSIM (4)

Details about the loss function, including six types of
image quality and performance measurement indicators, which
appear in Table I, can be found in the Supplementary
Information.

Table I lists the performance measurement results of the
MHDD model trained under the loss function condition using
1,640 test data that were made from four types of 3D shapes.
In Table I, each indicator value concerning individual 3D
shapes is the average result from 410 test data points for the
corresponding indicator. In this case, each performance indi-
cator was used to calculate the image difference between the
MHDD-estimated depth map and the ground truth depth map
image. From this measurement result, we find that the peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is greater than 84 dB and the
accuracy (ACC) is greater than 0.99 in all four shapes: Here
we define the accuracy index (ACC) as

ACC =
∑

d

(
I · I′)

√[∑
d I2

][∑
d I′2

] (5)

ACC was used to measure the degree of similarity between
the original and the estimated depth map image, where I
corresponds to the original and I’ corresponds to the pixel
information of the estimated depth map image [36]. Among
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Fig. 4. Color & depth map set and CGH image at the 480th viewpoint case
for a torus shape (a) and for a cube shape (b). Optically reconstructed H3D
images from the CGHs for the torus shape (c) and for the cube shape (d). In
each given scene captured through the DSLR camera, a white arrow marks
each focused place among a pair of 3D objects and a background.

the four shapes, the shape of the sphere achieves the best
performance in terms of PSNR, ACC, and RMSE index values.

IV. RECONSTRUCTION OF HYPER-REALITY SCENES

A. Evaluations of the Hyper-Reality Holographic 3D Display

Fig. 4 shows the display experiment results for monochro-
matic holographic 3D image generation. Among the
360-degree, multi-viewed (1,024 viewpoints) CGH content
creation results, Figs. 4(a) and (b) show examples of torus
and cube shapes at the 480th viewpoint. The first column
represents the image corresponding to the green color image,
the second column represents the depth map image, and the
third column represents the CGH generated using the color
and depth maps. Figs. 4(c) and (d) show the camera-captured
photographs based on the depth of the focused position in
monitoring the H3D scene reconstructed from each CGH. Each
photograph was captured by observing object-centered, multi-
viewed H3D image movies (30 FPS) without any background
image after the laser beam with a wavelength of 532 nm was
illuminated on the SLM.

For a pair of 3D objects optically reconstructed from a given
CGH, each picture is recorded when the focus of the obser-
vational camera is placed on the position of the target object
or background.

In observing each given scene with a digital camera, the
focused object between a pair of 3D objects is indicated by
the white arrow marked in Fig. 4. Here, it is observed that one
target that is in focus is clear, whereas another that is out of
focus is blurred. In addition, when the focus of the observation
camera is placed at the plane of the depth corresponding to the
background (the plane where the SLM panel is placed behind
these two 3D objects), it can be observed that both objects are
blurred. These observational experiments prove that the scenes
reconstructed from the CGH support the accommodation effect
provided by typical holographic 3D displays.

Fig. 5. 2D background images played back by the micro-display for AR
floating. (a)-(c): 2D input image content. (d)-(f): Camera-captured photographs
of each AR-floated background image replayed from the micro-display and
image combiner by using (a)-(c).

Fig. 6. Experimental results achieved using the hyper-reality holographic 3D
display. (a): Torus-shaped H3D image combined with AR-floated background
image (case I). (b): Torus-shaped H3D image combined with AR-floated
background image (case II). (c): Torus-shaped H3D image combined with
AR-floated background image (case III).

Fig. 5 shows the input images (resolution: 1280 × 720) as
2D background content prepared to be played back for the
proposed hyper-reality system. The DSLR camera recorded
images to monitor the AR-floated image outputs in real space,
which were generated from the micro-display, including the
image combiner. The position of the output image can be
adjusted by directly setting the position of lens 2, as shown
in Fig. 2(d). The 2D images shown in Fig. 4 was selected as
still-life images to distinguish them from the 3D object and
2D background scene.

Fig. 6 shows the result of combining the reconstructed holo-
graphic 3D image with the background image (2D) projected
through the image combiner. The reconstructed H3D image
consists of a pair of torus-shaped objects made of monochro-
matic light (532 nm) reproduced at different depths (Fig. 2(a))
between the front and rear objects. The depth of each back-
ground image (satellite and space, UFO and beach, and stage
with lighting) was formed at a plane directly adjacent to the
SLM panel (Fig. 2(b)). All image quality tests for the H3D
scenes were performed under the same camera shooting con-
ditions. In Fig. 6, it can be observed that the in-focus object
is clear, whereas the out-of-focus object is blurred. In addi-
tion, when the focus of the observation camera is placed at
a depth corresponding to the background (the position where
the SLM is placed), it can be observed that both objects are
blurred. This observational experiment demonstrated that the
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Fig. 7. Experiment to measure actual depth position values of the hyper-
reality holographic scene that expresses multi-depths (representing the 3D
objects and the 2D background image at different depth planes) realized on 3D
physical space. (a): Optical set-up (perspective view) which shows each depth
indicator holding its own character (F, R, B). (b): Optical set-up (top view)
which indicates the depth position of each target to be measured by using
a graduated ruler. (c)-(e): Photographs of each target (objects/background)
image being camera-focused to the depth at which the target is located in the
hyper-reality 3D scene.

image reconstructed from the CGH was H3D, providing an
accommodation effect. Fig. 6 shows that the object or back-
ground on which the observation camera is focused is clear,
whereas the object or background that is not focused by the
observation camera is blurred. Here, the focused 3D object or
background scene is indicated by a white arrow. Furthermore,
the proposed hyper-reality holographic 3D display system was
used to demonstrate the combination of still holographic 3D
content with 2D background content and the combination of
dynamic holographic 3D content with dynamic 2D background
content in this experiment [see Supplementary Movie 1 and
Supplemental File Fig. S4.–S5.].

The corresponding depth is different for each piece of con-
tent monitored through a direct observation experiment of
hyper-reality holographic 3D images. Fig. 7 shows the exper-
iment in which the actual depth value was measured for a
pair of 3D objects or a 2D background reproduced at differ-
ent depth positions along the z-axis in 3D real space by the
hyper-reality holographic 3D display system.

To measure the actual depth at which each target repre-
sented in space is placed, we used three types of depth-marked
(F, R, and B) indicators and a graduated ruler, as shown in
Fig. 7, including the DSLR camera. In this experiment, the
F (front focus), R (rear focus), and B (background focus) indi-
cators were installed at the true depth positions corresponding
to make each object and background clear when observing
the hyper-reality 3D scene through the camera. As shown in
Fig. 7, the depth position (indicator B) where the 2D back-
ground AR image is placed is z = 0 mm (SLM’s surface
position). The depth position (F indicator) of the front object
between two reconstructed H3D objects is z = 32.5 mm, and
the depth position (F indicator) of the front object between
them is z = 115 mm. As a solution for CGH’s acquisition
of SW for 360-degree holographic content uploaded onto the
proposed HW system, we proposed a deep learning-based
MHDD model to perform high-precision depth value estima-
tion from each missing viewpoint using multi-viewed green
color and depth map images as input data. The depth map data
set used to calculate CGH was extracted with ACC greater
than 99.0%, as listed in Table I. The proposed CNN-based

Fig. 8. Numerical observation of mono-colored (532 nm) CGH content of
the torus shape. (a)-(c): Images of ground truth. (d)-(f): Images of estimation.

MHDD technique is expected to improve processing speed
and high-quality CGH content generation for hyper-reality
holographic NED applications. This capability indicates that
the high-precision depth-map estimation algorithm developed
through deep learning can be applied to high-speed, real-
time computational processing for 360-degree holographic 3D
content. Fig. 8 shows an example of holographic 3D images
reconstructed from the 480th viewpoint using monochromatic
(green) light (λ = 532 nm). These images were obtained by
the numerical simulation/computational reconstruction method
of holographic 3D images using two types of CGHs: one was
synthesized from the ground truth depth map and green color
image, and the other from the depth map estimated by the
proposed MHDD and green color image.

The visual numerical observation results confirm that
the estimated holographic 3D image through the MHDD
model is quite similar to the ground truth holographic 3D
image.

B. Conventional and Advanced Image Combiners

The optical component used for the image combination
was a commercial thin beam splitter (Edmund Optics, model:
#35-946, with a thickness of 1.0 mm). This conventional thin
plate had a reflection/transmission ratio of 50:50 near an inci-
dent angle of 45◦ in the wavelength range of 400–700 nm.
Interference fringes appeared in the reconstructed H3D images
passing through the commercial thin plate. Constructive
interference occurs if the transmitted coherent laser beams
are in phase after passing through the two surfaces of the
thin-beam splitter. Assuming that the transmitted beams with
the two greatest intensities contribute dominantly to the con-
structive interference, we can consider these two beams as
follows [50]: one beam is directly transmitted through the thin
plate, and the other beam is internally reflected twice before
being transmitted. When the angle of the incident beam toward
the beam splitter is θ , the phase difference (δ) between these
two beams is given by δ = 2knlcosθ , where n is the refrac-
tive index of the beam combiner, l is the thickness of the thin
beam splitter, and k = 2πn/λ is the wavenumber inside the
thin plate [50], [51]. Therefore, when the coherent laser light
passing through the thin plate used in this study satisfies the
above-mentioned condition, an interference pattern is local-
ized. This fringe phenomenon was confirmed by watching the
video that captured the H3D images passing through the beam
splitter [Supplementary Movie 3]. In addition, the brightness
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of the H3D image and the projected AR background were
reduced to approximately 50% by the thin beam splitter, as
shown in Fig. 11(a).

To address both the interference fringe and brightness
reduction problems, we chose a holographic optical element
(HOE) plate as an alternative for the image combiner. The
fabricated HOE sample, as shown in Fig. 11(d), is a vol-
ume Bragg grating that was holographically recorded in a
reflective-type using a layer of photopolymer (model: Bayfol
HX200, Covestro), a photosensitive material with a thick-
ness of 240 μm [52], [53]. A 170 μm thick glass substrate
was laminated with the photopolymer film. Two interference
beams with incident angles of 0◦ and 45◦ were irradiated
on the film from the laser (model: Cobolt’s Samba 532 nm)
used for recording, with intensities of 850 and 710 μW,
respectively. Prior to applying the UV beam to cure the
recording, there was a 12.5 s exposure time. The experimen-
tal results of using a DSLR camera to observe holographic 3D
images from thin beam splitter and the advanced HOE-based
image combiner are shown in Figs. 9(b) and (c). Figs. 9(a)–(c)
compare the results of the reconstructed holographic 3D
image with and without the image combiner. In addition,
Figs. 9(e) and (f) compares the light distribution of the recon-
structed holographic 3D objects in relation to the two types
of image combiners. Here, the beam profiler’s instrument is
the CinCam CMOS-Nano-1.001 Laser Beam Profiler from
CINOGY Technologies. The beam-profiling measurements are
shown in Figs. 9(d)–(f), 28 (nW/px)2, 16.5 (nW/px)2, and
23 (nW/px)2 were measured as the peak values, where the
x-axis represents the measured pixel position and the y-
axis represents the measured beam intensity. The experiments
revealed that, in contrast to a clean H3D image using the
HOE plate, the H3D image passing through the thin beam
splitter showed a significant reduction in brightness and dis-
played vertical stripe noise. The photograph of Fig. 9(b) shows
the vertically striped phenomenon. In addition, we observed
that the brightness of the H3D image in the case of the HOE
was improved by 23.2% compared with the case of the thin
beam splitter. Therefore, this experimental verification con-
firmed that the HOE plate effectively removed interference
fringes and improved brightness.

In addition, the light efficiency characteristics of the beam
splitter and the HOE plate were evaluated. Fig. 10(a) shows
the measurement result of light efficiency using a monochro-
matic laser beam (532 nm) to illuminate each sample (incident
beam intensity: 1.333 mW), with each sample rotated by
0.1◦. The light efficiency is defined as the ratio of the inten-
sity of the reflected light (in the beam splitter) or first-order
diffracted light (in the reflective HOE plate) compared to the
intensity of the incident light irradiated into the sample. A
Gentec-EO’s power-meter (model: Maestro) was used to mea-
sure the light intensity. The intensity of the reflected light at
45◦ was 0.6378 mW for the beam splitter, and the absolute
light efficiency compared to the incident beam was 47.84%. In
contrast, for the reflective HOE plate, the maximum diffrac-
tion light intensity of 0.9704 mW is measured at 44.8◦, and the
absolute diffraction efficiency value at this angle is 72.78%;

Fig. 9. Comparison of H3D image quality for a green sphere shape using
the conventional thin beam splitter and the HOE plate. Camera-captured
photographs of each reconstructed H3D image. (a): Case without the beam
combiner. (b): Case with the thin beam splitter. (c): Case with the HOE plate.
Beam intensity profile of each reconstructed H3D image. (d): Case without
the beam combiner. (e): Case with the thin beam splitter. (f): Case with the
HOE plate.

Fig. 10. Comparison of hyper-reality holographic 3D images using a thin
beam splitter or a HOE plate as an image combiner. (a): light efficiency
(reflectance) of the scene beam splitter and diffraction efficiency of the
reflective-type HOE plate. (b): Geometric configuration for each image com-
biner. (c): Observation result by using the conventional thin beam splitter of
which photograph is shown as inset. (d): Observation result by using the HOE
plate of which photograph is shown as inset.

the diffraction efficiency of the HOE sample is improved by
24.95% compared with the maximum efficiency of the thin
beam splitter. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the
HOE diffraction efficiency curve is 6.6◦ (ranging from 41.1◦
to 47.7◦). The HOE shows a larger benefit over the beam split-
ter in terms of both efficiency and brightness characteristics,
as well as having a degree of freedom, i.e., angular selectivity,
in the alignment precision of the reflected light as much as the
value of FWHM, when it is used as an image combiner.

Furthermore, we realized that the replacement of such a
reflective HOE plate results in brightness improvement when
an alternative component is applied to the proposed hyper-
reality 3D display system. From the measurements, it is
confirmed that the optimal conditions for the beam splitter
are θ1 = θ2 = 45◦, whereas θ1 = 46.3◦ and θ2 = 43.7◦
for the HOE plate. Fig. 10(b) shows a schematic of the
geometric configuration corresponding to the aforementioned
conditions of each image combiner derived from Fig. 10(a).
The hyper-reality holographic 3D images obtained under these
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conditions corresponding to each case are shown in Figs. 10(c)
and (d), respectively.

Each reconstructed H3D image (content: twin torus shape)
was displayed in combination with the AR background image
(content: illumination stage). The observation camera focuses
on the rear-positioned objects of the two 3D objects. The
DSLR camera captures the image in Fig. 10(c) when the H3D
light and background AR light pass through the thin beam
splitter under condition ①, as shown in Fig. 10(a). Fig. 10(d)
is an image captured by the same camera when the H3D light
is passing via the HOE plate on condition ③ indicated in
Fig. 10(a) and the background AR light is passing via the HOE
plate on condition ②, as shown in Fig. 10(a). These configu-
ration characteristics lead to improved image brightness in the
proposed NED system because the HOE plate is superior to
the conventional beam splitter in transmitting H3D light and
reflecting background AR light. In addition, an examination of
the background image in detail (Fig. 10(d)) shows that color
separation occurs around each white illumination light source.
This phenomenon occurs because the HOE fabricated in this
study is a reflective-type volume Bragg grating produced by
monochromatic light (recording light wavelength: 532 nm),
and diffraction in blue or red light is different from that in
green light (recording wavelength). The diffraction angle θ

reflected at the lattice planes of the volume Bragg grating (lat-
tice plane period: p) depends on the wavelength (λ) according
to the equation sinθ = λ/2p [50], [53]. Therefore, when white
light is incident on the volume hologram sample, the degree
of matching of the red and blue colors is inadequate, with the
green color being centered.

C. Reconstruction of Multi-Colored, Hyper-Reality Video
Scenes

The strategy for obtaining and displaying multi-colored
CGHs is as follows: A depth map is estimated and extracted
through MHDD using only one representative color (green)
among three elementary colors representing the object’s scene.
Based on the predicted depth map, three CGHs correspond-
ing to the three primary colors were synthesized using the
FFT algorithm. Finally, multicolored CGHs are uploaded to be
displayed on the proposed NED module, where each color’s
H3D image is spatially matched through a mutual position
adjustment process in real space. Thus, we can observe a
complete H3D image reconstructed from these multicolored
CGHs. Fig. 11 shows examples of hyper-reality 3D movies,
which we displayed using this strategy on the proposed hyper-
reality holographic 3D device by combining a holographic
3D video reconstructed from two-colored CGHs with an AR
background video. After each torus-shaped green (532 nm)
and blue (470 nm) color CGH were reconstructed within
the same depth range, they were adjusted to achieve mutual
spatial matching in real space, so that a cyan-colored H3D
image could be displayed, as shown in Fig. 11(c). In addi-
tion, cube-shaped CGHs of green (532 nm) and red (633 nm)
colors were reconstructed to be spatially matched, so that
a yellow-colored H3D image could be observed, as shown

Fig. 11. Optical observation of the multi-colored, hyper-reality video scene
obtained by combing both the H3D movie reconstructed from multi-colored
CGHs with the AR 2D background movie. (a): H3D movie of torus shape
in 532 nm where the rear green torus is focused. (b): H3D movie of torus
shape in 470 nm where the rear blue torus is focused. (c): H3D movie of
torus shape in both 532 nm and 470 nm where the rear cyan torus is focused.
(d): Example to demonstrate the 360-degree, hyper-reality video scene by
combining H3D movies with the AR 2D background movie where the rear
cyan torus is focused. (e): H3D movie of cube shape in 532 nm where the front
green cube is focused. (f): H3D movie of cube shape in 633 nm where the
front red cube is focused. (g): H3D movie of cube shape in both 532 nm and
633 nm where the front yellow cube is focused. (h): Example to demonstrate
the 360-degree, hyper-reality video scene by combining H3D movies with the
AR 2D background movie where the front yellow cube is focused.

in Fig. 11(g). The captured scenes displayed in moving pic-
tures by the proposed hyper-reality holographic 3D system are
shown in Figs. 11(d) and (h) (360-degree, fully-viewed video
scenes with 30 FPS are shown in Supplementary Movie 2).
From the experimental demonstration shown in Fig. 11, we
verified that the proposed hyper-reality holographic 3D system
could be displayed in the complete video mode by using
multi-colored CGH movies as well as the monochromatic
CGH movie, each combined with the 2D background AR
movie.

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this study, a new 3D/2D hybrid display system for
hyper-reality, holographic NED, was proposed by merging a
H3D image reconstructed from the LCoS-SLM with a spa-
tially projected AR background image displayed from a 2D
microdisplay. Unlike conventional display systems that stack
panels of the same type the proposed hybrid NED system was
experimentally implemented using a novel optical integration
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approach of heterogeneous panel systems with an ultrathin
HOE-based image combiner. This enabled us to demonstrate
a hyper-realistic holographic scene that maximized immer-
sion and 3D effects, even while watching a clearly combined
movie without interference between the H3D objects and AR
background content. We used a physical ruler-based spatial
depth measurement method to evaluate the 3D image quality
of the proposed hyper-reality 3D display system and validated
that image appearing in the real 3D space are displayed at
different depths, as evidence for accommodation cues. The
benefits of our proposed display system are as follows: First,
360-degree, multi-viewed CGH content reproduced at differ-
ent depths can be clearly viewed with high image quality, and
immersive AR background content projected in real 3D space
can be watched simultaneously without cross-talk. Second,
during the CHG synthesis step, the depth of the real H3D
object can be easily adjusted. The depth position and size
of images in the real 3D space for AR background con-
tent can be freely controlled by the geometric arrangement
of the optical path in the proposed system, that is, the direct
interval setting between the microdisplay and the lens located
in front of it. Third, high-quality CGH data can be gener-
ated from the FFT algorithm using the given color image and
depth map estimated from the proposed deep learning method,
MHDD, which is suitable for high-speed holographic con-
tent processing. Because of these unique features, we believe
that the proposed hybrid display system can be used with
a real-time interaction platform based on both deep-learning
SW and newly emerging metaverse technologies. Finally, the
accommodation effect and the free depth control character-
istics demonstrated by the proposed system enable users to
watch hyper-realistic 3D video content comfortably, indicating
that eye fatigue issues such as copiopia (eye fatigue) and dizzi-
ness can be overcome even when watching metaverse content
for an extended period. Furthermore, a reflective-type HOE
plate was designed and used as an alternative to the exist-
ing commercial thin beam splitter as the image combiner to
improve the interference fringes that usually appear in gener-
ating hyper-reality holographic scenes. We demonstrated that
this new image combiner could improve the clarity and bright-
ness of the H3D image as well as remove the interference
fringe noise. However, because the reflective-type HOE used
in the current study as the image combiner was fabricated
under the condition of a monochromatic laser beam (532 nm),
there is a drawback in that a completely full-color-matched
scene was not achieved owing to the wavelength selectivity
problem, including the color mismatch issue in the background
AR image projected from the monochromatic HOE plate.

In future studies, it will be necessary to solve the problem of
color separation by designing and fabricating a full-color HOE
plate for an RGB image combiner. In addition, an improved
implementation of a wearable form factor through miniaturiza-
tion and light weight of the proposed holographic NED system
is required, and further investigation of real-time interaction
verification using the implemented wearable hybrid display
is required. As deep learning-based hyper-reality metaverse
content is replayed to calculate the high-precision/high-speed

TABLE II
DEFINITION OF TERMS

CGH data, additional research on human factors is needed to
minimize the user’s eye fatigue problems and verify their effect
on eye comfort/stability. These study findings will contribute
to the development of commercially available hyper-realistic
holographic NEDs that may be ideal for the metaverse and
can be used by everyone.

APPENDIX

The exact meanings of the abbreviations used in this
manuscript are summarized in Table II.
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